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About the Fellowship 

The Artreach teaching fellowship was a year-long program which enabled me to guide and              

mentor a group of twenty kids from Karm Marg Charitable trust. The fellowship aims to               

refine students’ perception and enhance their creativity and imagination and not confine it to              

the skills of the profession only. In order to create the right kind of intellect as well as                  

emotional cultivation and arrive at a level of composite creativity and thought, the year-long              

program strives to facilitate a platform for students to expose their talent to the vast external                

professional field and create avenues of opportunities for them through a series of workshops.              

The workshops were designed in a way to not only provide important lessons and for skill                

development and artistic knowledge but also to give the students an overall exposure to the               

world of art. This included workshops that aimed at maximum knowledge, visits to art              

galleries, evaluation of exhibitions, hands-on activities, fun games like trust fall and ice             

breakers that included music and dance sessions occasionally.  

 



 

Overview 

The entire program consisted of twelve workshops spread over six months, including three to              

four field visits in between.  

After the six months, there was an intensive workshop of four days followed by an exhibition                

of all the students’ artworks at Kiran Nadar Museum of Art.  

The first workshop began with an introduction to Drawing. In this workshop, we started with               

an outdoor drawing, which thanks to the beautiful space and environment of Karm Marg,              

gave ample opportunities for kids to start drawing from life and explore the medium. After               

about a few sketches outside, the group came indoors to evaluate and discuss their experience               

and observations through a small reflection session. At this time we had also collected some               

found objects, which in the second part of the day, we used to put in front of us and draw the                     

same. We then moved onto drawing a proper still life followed by a Coffee painting by the                 

end of the day to introduce the students to the idea of monochrome painting.  

 

 

The second workshop was an introduction to Colours, starting with drip painting. After the              

drip painting on canvas using only (Primary) Red, Blue and Yellow Acrylic Paints we went               

back to examine the results of mixing of the colours and the colours being formed (Namely                

Secondary and Tertiary). In this session, we discussed the colour wheel and then went on to                

make Paper Collages from magazines, choosing colours to create geometrical artworks           

inspired by the eminent Indian artist S.H.Raza. 



 

 

 

 

At each session, I introduced various artists relevant to the discussion. The third workshop 

focused on Indian Folk Art, which was executed in Clay in the form of Lippan art form. We 

also did a mini clay Portrait session with the leftover clay.  



  

 

In the fourth workshop, we explored the text in art or art as text. For this, we started with the                    

art of Calligraphy and finally made artworks using text with an introduction to Typography.  

 

 

 



 

The fifth workshop was the ‘Map Making’ workshop. In this workshop, we discussed             

everything related to maps and how maps can also be represented through a narrative, hence               

touching the topic of Narratives in Art. After seeing a few visuals of the kind of map                 

paintings or maps in paintings, the students made maps taking inspiration from the various              

visuals shown to them.  

 



 

The sixth workshop was Diary Making and Cover Designing. This session was aimed at              

introducing the concept of design to the students. Also, diary making using papers was a               

refreshing break from the meticulous time-consuming workshop of the maps.  

 

 

The seventh workshop was Reverse Painting, which was inspired by the recent visit to a               

show at Art Heritage Gallery at Mandi house, which showed the works of a renowned               

Academician and Artist Padma Vibhushan Prof.Kalpathi Ganpathi "K.G."Subramanian. In         

this workshop, we explored the art of Portrait Making and then using the technique of reverse                

painting which the students got a demo for by me.  



    

 

The eighth workshop focussed on the Art of Illustration, which was executed in groups of               

four. The students first made individual drawings of human figures, plants and architecture.             

Later these drawings were cut out and shuffled, and each group got a set of random drawings                 

which they finally placed together to form a story each.  

    

The ninth workshop was a Woodcut Workshop, in which they learned the technique of the               

Relief Printmaking Method. The first part of the workshop was spent choosing and             

finalising the images for the print from their sketches. The students then transferred their              



drawings onto the MDF boards and carved it themselves following the instructions. Once the              

carving was done, we started with taking prints. All the students made an edition of three                

prints each and hence learned about the process and purpose of taking editions.  

   

The ninth workshop was centred on creating collages using Black and White papers in order               

to learn the Balance and Use of Negative and Positive Space.  

   

The 10th and 11th workshop were two consecutive sessions for Silkscreen Printing. The first              

day involved selecting sketches from the previously done drawings and then segregating            

three colours according to the layout. All the students made three stencils for three colours.               

The second day we completed our prints taking one colour at time using the stencils at the                 

silkscreen set up at the care home.  



 

 

The final and twelfth workshop was utilized in signing all the prints done and then once 

again; the course was finished by a Drawing Session in the  Medium of Charcoal. 

   

The first workshop and the last both were drawing workshops which gave a good reflection               

into the progress and confidence of the students along with some outstanding drawings. 

Along with the workshops, certain activities were given as homework after each class to be               

reviewed in the next and regular reflection sessions were conducted after each workshop to              

get feedback of the classes.  



The Field Visits were conducted at intervals to keep refreshing the students and for an               

admirable and worthy exposure to the actual professional art world. The first visit was to the                

KG Subramanian exhibition at Art Heritage Gallery in Triveni Kala Sangam, Mandi House,             

where the students took the opportunity and sketched from looking at the artworks displayed.              

We also had discussions on the display, framing, theme and various mediums displayed in the               

gallery.  

 

The second visit was at the British School, hosted by Kristine, who is also one of the                 

Advisory Board Members. Here Kristine along with her students of the British school             

conducted a few activities for the students of Karm Marg. The activities included clay              

modelling, pottery, origami and canvas painting. 



    

The third visit was the India Art Fair. Here the students viewed Contemporary Art at such a                 

large scale for the first time and participated in a hands-on activity at the fair too. The fourth                  

visit was at the University of Delhi’s College of Art, New Delhi during the 66thAnnual Art                

Exhibition. The students were delighted to view artworks and studio spaces of college             

students. They also got a chance to interact with the Master’s Degree students (MFA              

Previous and Final both) who were happy to share their process and ideas behind their               

exhibited art works.  

Last and final was the Four-Day Intensive Workshop which centred on the making of a               

Photo booth. The photo booth was made from a canvas roll painted by the students               

themselves on the theme of ‘If I had a Super Power, What would I be?’. For this, they made                   

the backdrop like a topsy-turvey world and also designed their characters and props required              

for the same. On the third and fourth day, we had the third teaching fellow and advisory                 

board member of Artreach, Sonam Chaturvedi join us to help us conduct a one-day              

photography workshop and then to make GIFs in front of the photo booth. With a final                

reflection session and interviews of all the students, we concluded the one year program              

2018-19. 



 

        

 

 

 



 

Outcome 

My first interaction with the children from Karm Marg was when I went there for my                

demo-session. After my Demo-session, I could sense how receptive the children were. Being             

selected for the fellowship, I was happy and at the same time a bit tense. Happy to be                  

associated with Artreach and tense as I knew the responsibility that now I had to take over. It                  

was like a happy tension. With the help of the Advisory Members I was able to plan the                  

module and get great suggestions on how to interact and deal with a varied age group of                 

children. I am grateful to Artreach for trusting me and my teaching skills and letting me                

conduct all the workshops with the maximum help I could receive from them and without               

changing my vision for the children or the fellowship. 

Over the sessions, I started understanding the children and their abilities more and more.  

Karm Marg is such an institution which allows everyone to be creative and also to be able to                  

express their creativity completely. All the 19 students in my batch were immensely talented              

and gave their best at learning all that I had to offer. There were certain workshops that the                  

students liked a lot including the map making and all the printmaking sessions. While there               

were certain which demanded more focus and attention by all of us you may include the                

names of them like drawing and illustration. 

The most striking part of the workshop was the contrast between the first and last workshops.                

The curriculum of the workshops started and ended with Drawing. The first workshop             

was a challenge for everyone; however, they did put in their best. The last workshop I saw                 

the confidence and improvement in all of their artworks. Mostly they had by now clarity in                

their vision and approach. Even the students who were by the end not very keen to pursue art                  

further did find something that interested them to bring out their creativity in the medium of                

Photography.  

With each workshop, we all improved together. I firmly believe that teaching is a              

two-process and the best way to learn is to learn from the students. Through the course of the                  

fellowship, I saw the children grow not only in art but also as energetic and vibrant                

personalities. They were more confident and open by the end of it. All in all, there was a little                   

something for everyone involved in the process throughout the year. Seeing them grow into              



beautiful, confident individuals and knowing that I was in some way able to make a               

difference in their lives was a very satisfying feeling.  

 

Challenges 

One of the challenges I faced was the difference in the age groups of the kids. The age groups                   

varied from 10-year-olds to 18-year-olds. I had to continually devise methods to conduct the              

same activity in a way that it is receptive for all keeping in mind the likes and dislikes of all                    

the kids. It also meant delegating responsibilities to the students keeping in mind their calibre               

and capacity. The different age groups also posed an obstacle in terms of the attention span of                 

the kids resulting in a difference in the attention span of the entire class. The younger ones                 

would get tired and loose interest post-lunch. The most elder ones too had their moods and                

preferences. The age group in the middle were the most disciplined and took part in               

everything at all times. 

Another major challenge was the unavailability of days to conduct the workshops. All             

students were mostly off on only Sundays with only one Saturday in a month which was off.                 

This was due to the difference in school rules of all the kids. Also, the students of Karm Marg                   

are highly active in their extracurricular activities inside and outside school, because of which              

from November till December, we faced a long gap in conducting workshops. Consecutively             

a few workshops scheduled in the months of November and December got cancelled, and              

hence, we had to conduct three workshops together at a go in January in order to finish the                  

curriculum/program before the exams started for the kids. Such a small window for             

workshops and a long gap in the flow of their learning would be better avoided next time.  

I would like to conclude by saying that we have begun a beautiful journey which will never                 
come to an end... 

I am glad to know that there are students who are continuing their aspirations through the                
Artroom sessions, taking forward their creativity to the next level and exploring new horizons              
of expressiveness 

 



 


